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1027. F. E. Brooks, Jr. & H. W. Smith, "A computer for correlation func-

tions," Rev. Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 121-126.

A continuous computer is described for calculating J"0tl(F(t)G(t + t)

— FG(t + r))dt for a given value of t, where F(t) and G(t) are given arbi-

trary functions of t and F is the average value of F on the given interval of

integration. The correlation function is computed from a number of such

expressions. F(t) and G(t) are recorded on magnetic tapes in the form of pulse

length modulation of a rectangular wave with a repetition rate of five cycles

per second. The mathematical operation required is performed by a multi-

plier integrator. The integration is performed by a condenser which is fed

by a multiplying unit whose output comes through a gate, which is controlled

to be off or on by the pulses for one factor. The input to this gate is the result

of demodulating the signal for the other factor and obtaining an amplitude

modulated signal. The variable r is introduced by varying the relative posi-

tion of the two tapes. It is planned to use this in the study of the fading of

radio signals due to various factors and other atmospheric studies. An

example involving thermistors is given.

F. J. M.

1028. F. B. Daniels, "A planimetric method of harmonic analysis," Rev.

Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 369-370.

This article gives a formula in terms of the coefficients of the Fourier

series of f(x) for an integral which is readily evaluated by a planimeter.

Let <pk(x) = (— 1)' if j/2kir < x < (j + \)/2kir. The integral obtained by
the planimeter is Jo2w<Pkfdx. This can be considered as an approximation to

ak, the coefficient of cos kx in the Fourier series for f(x). A phase shift yields

an approximation to bk, the coefficient of sin kx.
F. J. M.

1029. E. A. Goldberg,  "Step multiplier in guided missile computer,"
Electronics, v. 24, no. 8, August 1951, p. 120-124.

A set of relays can be used to obtain a conductance whose value is

determined by a binary coded number .ctia2 • • • a„. Thus if a¡ = 1, the

j'th relay contact will introduce a conductance with value 2~' units. Now

suppose the state of the j'th relay is determined by the (n — j)'th stage of

a binary counter. Apply a fixed voltage to this conductance and compare

the resulting current with another current whose value corresponds to a

mathematical variable x. The difference controls gates across the input of

the binary counter, so that if there is a significant discrepancy between these

currents, an appropriate gate is opened and counting pulses reach the

counter causing it to count up or down until the value of the conductance

corresponds to the value of the variable x. The same binary counter can be

used to control any number of such relay conductances and thus any number

of conductances with the value of a specified mathematical variable x can

be produced. If now, voltages corresponding to other variables, yi, • • •, yr,

are applied to these conductances, currents with values xyi, ■ • •, xyr may

be obtained.
The actual conductances are T networks and 11 stages are used. The

counting pulses are at a rate of 1 kilocycle and the relay conductances in-
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volve a specially developed relay with a response time of approximately 100

microseconds. The circuit for the binary counter is also discussed.

These multipliers were developed as part of "Project Typhoon" for the

U. S. Navy. They are used in the Typhoon guided missile simulator where

multipliers are needed with a precision higher than that available from servo

multipliers. The article also discusses various features of this computer,

which is essentially a large electronic differential analyzer using 445 stabilized

d.c. amplifiers. These can be used for either integration or summation. There

are 19 computing servo units and 36 multiplications can be made by the

above described stepmultipliers (involving the 9 distinct x factors).

F. J. M.

1030. A. E. Hastings & J. E. Meade, "A device for computing correlation

functions," Rev. Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 347-349.

This device produces the integral f-TTf(t)f(t + r)dt. The function /(/)

is recorded on a magnetic tape by amplitude modulation and read by two

heads whose separation corresponds to t. One head signal is used to produce

a current, the other a voltage and the result is obtained from a wattmeter.

F. J. M.

1031. Institute of Gas Technology, "Gas distribution system calculator, ' '

Rev. Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 61.

A photograph of a special purpose network analog computer and a short

description are given.

F. J. M.

1032. R. D. Mindlin & M. G. Salvadori, "Analogies," Handbook of Ex-
perimental Stress Analysis. John Wiley & Son, New York, 1950, Chapter

16, p. 700-827.

When the behavior of two physical systems can be described in identical

mathematical form, they are said to be analogous. If experiments and meas-

urements can be made with greater ease and accuracy on one of the systems,

then it may be used as a computing device for the solution of complex prob-

lems arising in the more intractable system. In this article, the authors

present a comprehensive and detailed survey of those analogies between

elasticity and other physical phenomena which have been used in the quan-

titative determination of states of stress in elastic bodies. Each analogy is

treated carefully, deriving first the mathematical equations governing both

the original physical system and the analogous system. The corresponding

quantities in the two systems and the required scale factors are then readily

recognized. Methods of physically realizing and measuring quantities in the

analogous system are then described, including a discussion of the overall

accuracy obtainable. An excellent bibliography containing sixty-seven

entries is appended.

The earliest use of analogies in elasticity theory was apparently in the

determination of stresses in a cylindrical bar bent by a terminal load or

twisted by terminal couples. At a sufficient distance from the end of the

bar, the problem may be reduced to the solution of Laplace's or Poisson's

equation with suitable boundary conditions. Therefore, any of the other
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physical phenomena satisfying these equations may be used as analogies.

Prandtl, in 1903, suggested the use of a homogeneous membrane, under

uniform tension per unit of length and subjected to a normal pressure per

unit of surface area, the deflection of which satisfies Poisson's equation,

provided the slope of the membrane relative to a plane is everywhere small.

This analogy has been extensively employed and a full description is given

of methods of its physical realization, of fixing its boundaries so that the

boundary conditions are analogous to those of the original problem and

methods of measuring deflections of the membrane accurately. Soap films

have been used primarily, although the use of rubber and the separation

surface of two immiscible liquids are described. The steady-state electrical

potential in a thin plate of constant thickness, which satisfies Laplace's

equation, has also been utilized.

The use in analogies of continuous physical systems such as the mem-

brane or thin conducting plate, as opposed to lumped parameter systems,

has the advantage that the analogous system satisfies the same system of

equations as the original system, whereas the lumped parameter system will

satisfy only a finite difference approximation to those equations. However,

the use of continuous systems requires usually the construction of new

apparatus (molds, etc.) for the solution of each problem and delicate experi-

mental technique for accurate measurements. For these reasons, it appears

to the reviewer, that a lumped D. C. network would represent a more flexible

analogy to the torsion problem than the membranes or conducting plates

heretofore used.
Analogies for the solution of many other problems in elasticity are

discussed. Among them are electrical analogies for the torsion of bars of

varying circular section and analogies between problems in elasticity which

are difficult to study experimentally and other elasticity problems which are

more susceptible to direct measurement. Thus an analogy exists between the

stresses produced by a two dimensional steady-state temperature distribu-

tion and the stresses produced by dislocations, and the latter problem is

easier to treat experimentally.

Considerable space is devoted to a lucid exposition of the A. C. electric

network analogue devised by G. Kron for the general case of static plane

stress. A lumped parameter system, utilizing inductances and capacitances,

it satisfies a finite difference approximation to the equations governing the

continuous system. Its great generality is very attractive. However, the

analogy requires that the inductances and capacitances have no resistive

losses. In an actual realization of the analogue described in this article,

resistive losses resulted in large errors.
J. H. Weiner

Columbia University

New York 27, New York

1033. Reeves Instrument Corporation. Project Cyclone Symposium II
on Simulation and Computing Techniques. New York City, April 28-

May 2, 1952, 237 p.

The conference reviewed below was the second symposium on REAC

techniques sponsored by the Reeves Instrument Corp. The first symposium

was held in 1951 {MTAC, v. 5, p. 250-253]. Project Cyclone at Reeves is
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sponsored by the U. S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics and the U. S. Navy

Special Devices Center. The functions of Project Cyclone are: "(1) the

development and test operation of a guided missile simulator ... ; (2) the

operation of a computer laboratory where classified problems in other fields

may be studied and analyzed ; (3) the investigation of new applications for

Cyclone equipment; (4) theoretical research to ascertain and improve the

reliability and accuracy of computer solutions; and (5) the coordination of

the experiences of individual computer groups . . . ."

The 24 papers presented in this publication can be roughly classified into

four types, (a) Papers dealing with circuitry, techniques and auxiliary equip-

ment to improve the performance of REAC equipment; (b) Papers dealing

with the application of REAC equipment to various physical problems en-

countered by the various users of the equipment; (c) Papers dealing with

computers other than REAC; (d) Papers dealing with basic theory and

new equipment.

(a)  Circuitry

Paper No. 10, "Some REAC techniques employed at the David Taylor

Model Basin" by L. Pode discusses techniques for generating input func-

tions and the use of the REAC as an harmonic analyzer in problems that

arose at the DTMB. Paper No. 11, "Simulation studies of a relay servo-

mechanism" by N. P. Tomlinson considers methods for the analog study

of a non-linear relay (that is, sampling) servomechanism. Paper No. 13,

"Precision in high-speed electronic differential analyzers" by H. Bell, Jr.

& V. C. Rideout is concerned with solving linear differential equations with

variable coefficients and non-linear equations by analog computers and a

comparison of the accuracy of solutions compared with digital solution.

Paper No. 15, "Solution of linear differential equations with time-varying

coefficients by the electronic differential analyzer" by C. E. Howe, R. M.

Howe & L. L. Rauch discusses techniques for solving linear differential

equations on the REAC. Examples include Bessel's equation, Legendre's

equation and the deflection equation {Kl(x)y"y — p(x)\2y = 0 of simple

beam theory. Paper No. 19 is entitled "Automatic REAC operation for

statistical studies" by R. R. Bennett & A. S. Fulton. Determination of

the response of a non-linear system to statistical inputs can most conveni-

ently be carried out experimentally, that is, on an analog computer. Methods

for changing a Gaussian distribution by passing the noise through a function

generator are discussed. Paper No. 21, "Checking analogue computer solu-

tions" by W. F. Richmond, Jr. & B. D. Loveman considers procedures to

verify analog computer solutions of linear and non-linear differential equa-

tions. Linear equations are treated by frequency (steady state response) or

selected root method (transient response). For non-linear systems "dynamic

substitution" is used. It consists in breaking-up the time interval into small

pieces and substituting the solution on each small sub-interval into the

original differential equation. Paper No. 24, "Modifications and additions

to the REAC" by J. W. Follín, Jr., G. F. Emch & F. M. Walters dis-
cusses circuitry details and auxiliary equipment for improving the operation

of the REAC. These include a low frequency noise generator, a programmer

for turning the REAC and recorder on and off, air conditioning the racks,
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power supply changes, circuit changes in amplifiers and techniques of inter-

connection of machines. Paper No. 25, "REAC servo response" by A. H.

Miller discusses methods for introducing variable coefficients and non-

linearities into REAC equipment by the use of servos. A study of the dy-

namic characteristics of servos for use in the above connection is made.

Paper No. 26 is "Applications of differential relays to solution of REAC

problems" by L. M. Warshawsky & W. Braun. A differential relay is a

single-pole double-throw relay at the output of an operational amplifier.

Its uses include providing a time-controlled series of switching operations

and a simulation of "dead" zone where the operating limits are variable.

Paper No. 27, "Techniques applied to the design and test of linear filters"

by G. Nestor is concerned with problems met in building and testing a

Wiener filter. Paper No. 28, "The role of diodes in an electronic differential

analyzer" by C. D. Morrill & R. V. Baum discusses the use of diodes to

simulate certain types of non-linearities.

(b) Applications

Paper No. 7: "REAC solution of problems in structural dynamics" by

C. W. Brenner. In aircraft design one can no longer consider the air-frame

as a rigid body. Many components designed only for maximum static loads

fail in service due to transient loading. This paper considers a simplified

associated problem of a simply-supported beam struck by a pressure wave

(a) Normal to the beam, (b) Parallel to the beam. For case (a) there arises

the differential equation <br" + k2r^r = e~tni{\ — t/h), r = 1, 2, • • -, where

<pr is the normalized displacement of the rth mode of vibration and k is a

parameter. A similar equation holds for case (b). These equations are solved

on the REAC. A discussion of the circuitry details and the troubles that

were encountered together with their solutions, is presented.

Paper No. 8: "The use of an analog computer and feedback theory for

the solution of structural problems in the static case" by G. J. Martin &

L. M. Legatski. Structural frameworks (pinned frames, statically inde-

terminate structures) give rise to certain systems of linear algebraic equa-

tions of the form ]C"=i &ifii = M,, i = 1, • • • ,m, where the 0's are angles

representing the rotations of various members of the structures and the M's

are moments. These equations bear great similarity to usual mesh equations

in electrical network theory and are solved on the REAC using a network

analog.
Paper No. 9: "Application of the electronic differential analyzer to

eigenvalue problems" by G. M. Corcos, R. M. Howe, L. L. Rauch &
J. R. Sellars. Determination of eigenvalues for Sturm-Liouville systems,

fourth order equations and partial differential equations. The partial differ-

ential equations are reduced to ordinary differential equations by separation

of variables. Since, in general, there are two-point boundary conditions, the

method is the familiar technique of satisfying the initial conditions at one

point and varying the solution until the boundary conditions at the second

point are satisfied. The authors' experience leads them to conclude that one

or two end conditions are easy to handle, three end conditions give consider-

able trouble and four or more end conditions are apt to be hopeless. Four

examples are considered.
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Paper No. 12: "Use of the REAC as a curve fitting device" by C. H.
Murphy. In certain problems in aerodynamics it is necessary to determine

the coefficients of a differential equation from discrete points on its solution

curve. The use of the REAC in this connection is described, based on certain

linearized differential equations of yawing motion.

Paper No. 14: "An application of analogue computers to problems of sta-

tistical analysis" by H. H. Laning, Jr. and R. H. Battin. The response x(t)

of a linear system to a forcing function f(t) is given by x(t) = S-» W(t, r)f(r)dT

where W(t, t) is the impulsive response (Green's function, weighting func-

tion) of the system. A method for computing this quantity is discussed using

the concept of the adjoint system.

Paper No. 23: "Solution of partial integral-differential equations of elec-

tron dynamics using analogue computers with storage devices" by C. C.

Wang. In certain problems of electron dynamics there arise simultaneous

partial integral differential equations involving two independent variables.

How to adapt such problems to REAC analog computers is discussed.

(c) Non-REA C computers

Paper No. 16: "JAINCOMP computers and their application to simula-

tion problems" by D. H. Jacobs. Description of the uses of the JAcobs-

INstrumentCOMPany digital computer. It is a compact (17 X 21 X 30
inches), light (110 lbs.) electronic digital computer. The operations of the

machine are very rapid (adds two 40 binary digits in eight microsec). Paper

No. 17: "The decimal digital differential analyzer CRC-105 as a tool for
simulation and checking analogue computer solutions" by E. Weiss. De-

scription of the DDDA and its advantages and disadvantages as compared

with electronic analogue computers and mechanical computers. It operates

on a decimal number system, has 60 integrators and a maximum accuracy of

six digits plus sign in each integrator. There are twelve input and twelve

output channels.

Paper No. 18: "Problems encountered in the operation of the M. I. T.

flight simulator" by W. W. Seifert & H. Jacobs, Jr. The title accurately

describes the paper. The simulator is located at the DACL (Dynamic

Analysis and Control Laboratory) at M. I. T. Paper No. 22 : "Analogue com-

putation of blade designs" by D. B. Breedon, M. M. Matthews & E. L.
Harder. Calculation of natural frequencies and stresses in vibrating beams

by the Westinghouse analog computer (Anacom) and checks made on a digi-

tal machine (IBM Calculating Punch, Type 602-A).

(d) Theory

Paper No. 20: "Mathematical error analysis for continuous computers"

by F. J. Murray. This paper presents certain aspects of the work done by

the author and the reviewer on the mathematical foundations of an error

theory applicable to mathematical machines. The complete results will ap-

pear elsewhere.

Paper No. 29: "A high accuracy time division multiplier" by E. A.

Goldberg. If a train of rectangular pulses is generated, then the DC com-

ponent is proportional to the amplitude of the pulses multiplied by the duty

cycle. This principle is not new. However, by ingenious circuitry including
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the use of a feed-back system for establishing accurate timing and using a

current switch essentially independent of tube characteristics, an accurate

multiplier is obtained which should be useful in electronic analog equipment.

Using precision resistors, stable voltage sources and steep switching pulses

an accuracy of about ± 0.01% of full scale (75 volts) for a maximum prf

of 2000 cps is obtainable.
Paper No. 30: "An AM-FM electronic analog multiplier" by W. A.

McCool. A signal having both amplitude modulation and frequency modu-

lation is applied to an (AM) detector and a (FM) discriminator. If it is

desired to multiply the two quantities X and Y, then the output of the

discriminator can be made to be X = F0A/, and if the output of the detector

is forced to match the X input plus the reference voltage F0, then its output

isZ' = (Fo + Y)AfandZ = Z' - X = Yo~lXY. (The frequency deviation
A/ is the same for both detectors.) This principle has been used before. By

the use of feed-back high gain amplifiers, tube characteristics have only a

secondary effect. A mathematical analysis is made of the circuit showing

the dependence of Z on the circuit parameters. An experimental model is

in the process of being developed at the Naval Research Laboratory.

K. S. Miller
New York University

New York, New York

1034. Denman Shaw & R. N. Weltmann, "A logarithmic counting-rate
recorder," Rev. Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 528-531.

This device uses a spiral cut on a cylinder to record the logarithm of the

time for a specified number of counts from a Geiger counter and sealer.

F. J. M.

1035. S. Softky & J. Jungerman, "Electrolytic tank measurements in

three dimensions," Rev. Sei. Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 306-307.

The authors indicate the techniques necessary to obtain good results

in the three dimensional case and obtain in a specific example, an accuracy

of .2% in the potential and 2% in the field measured.

F.J. M.

1036. A. W. Vance & C. C. Shumard," Superregulated power supplies,"

Electronics, v. 24, no. 12, Dec. 1951, p. 109-113.

This article describes the power supplies used in the R.C.A. Project

Typhoon guided missile simulator, built for the U. S. Navy.

F. J. M.

1037. G. L. Weissler, A. W. Einarsson & J. D. McClelland, "A semi-
automatic graphical computer with use in spectroscopy," Rev. Sei.

Instruments, v. 23, 1952, p. 209-212.

The computer is a simple but ingenious device for graphing a prescribed

function <p of a function f(x) where f{x) is given by a graph. The graph of

y = f(x) appears on a sheet of paper which passes over a line parallel to the

y axis. Above this line is a transparent plate which moves parallel to the x

axis. On this plate, one has a graph x = <p(y) and there is a recorder moving
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synchronously with the /graph which records the x motion of the plate. The

operator moves the plate so that the y = f(x) and x = <p(y) graphs have

the same ordinate y on the above-mentioned line and hence the desired out-

put <p(f(x)) is obtained from the recorder. The article contains details of the

construction and of the application mentioned in the title.

F. J. M.

NOTES

147.—Stability of Difference Relations in the Solution of Ordi-

nary Differential Equations. In a recent communication, J. Todd1
demonstrated the danger of replacing a differential equation, for computa-

tional purposes, by a difference equation of higher order. H. Rutishauser2

has since given some general criteria for determining the stability of differ-

ence approximations to ordinary differential equations. In the present note,

some standard step-by-step methods of integrating ordinary linear differ-

ential equations are examined for stability.
Let a linear differential equation be replaced by a finite difference ap-

proximation of order p (i.e., one involving p + 1 tabular values). Then the

wth tabular entry is calculated from

(1) y» + Aiyn-i + A2yn-2 + ■ ■ ■ + Apyn-P = 0,

where Ai, A2, • ■ • ,AP are functions of x and of the interval length h. Now

suppose the errors existing in the entries yn-P, yn-p+i, " " " > 3V-i are (n-P,

e„_p+i, • • •, en_i respectively, then the consequent error in y„ is «„ where

(2) e„ + -4ie„_i + -42«n-2 + • • • + -4 „«„_,, = 0.

Consider also for convenience that the above errors result entirely from

errors in the initial values yi, y2, • • •, yp. Then the general error given by

equation (2) is

«n = fliXi" + a2\2n + ■ • • + ap\pn,        (n > p),

where Ci, a2, ■ ■ ■, a„ are constants and Xi, X2, • • •, X„ are the roots of the

auxiliary equation

(3) \" + AiX^1 + A2\^2 + ■ ■ ■ + Ap = 0.

The condition for stability is that all the roots of equation (3) lie inside

or on the unit circle.

Todd1 considered the differential equation

y" = - y,

and its fourth order central difference replacement

yn - 16yn_! + (30 - 12#)y»_, - 16y„_3 + y„-4 = 0.

As h approaches zero, the roots of the corresponding auxiliary equation

tend to 1, 1, 7 — V48, and 7 -f VÏ8, the last root quoted being responsible
for the instability found by Todd. The fourth order backward difference


